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AND POLYNOMIAL MORPHISMS
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Abstract. We give a very simple proof of the fact that the Lorenz equations

and the Maxwell-Bloch equations do not have a polynomial flow. We also

give an algorithm to decide if a two-dimensional vector field over R has a

polynomial flow and how to compute the solutions (in case the vector field has

a polynomial flow).

Introduction

Locally nilpotent and locally finite derivations are hidden in many problems.

However once their presence is revealed, information on these derivations can

give valuable information on the problem under consideration. It is the aim of

this paper to illustrate this statement with several examples.

The first examples we discuss in §2 come from the theory of polynomials

flows (a solution of an autonomous system of ordinary differential equations

y = V{y), y{0) = x £ R", where V is a C vector field on W , is called

a polynomial flow if the solution depends polynomially upon the initial con-

dition). It was shown by Coomes in [3 and 4] that the Lorenz equations do

not have a polynomial flow. In [5] Coomes and Zurkowski showed that the

Maxwell-Bloch equations do not have a polynomial flow either. In their paper

they prove the following fundamental result: let F be a polynomial vector field

and Dy the corresponding derivation on the n variable polynomial ring over

K. Then the autonomous system y = V{y), y(0) = x has a polynomial flow

if and only if the derivation Dy is locally finite. In this paper we give a very

simple proof of the fact that the Lorenz system and the Maxwell-Bloch equa-

tions do not have a polynomial flow based on Coomes and Zurkowski's theorem

and an easy but crucial property of locally finite derivations (which we call the

second principle). Using this principle and results of Rentschler [12] we study

locally finite derivations on polynomial rings in two variables over a field and

obtain an algorithm that decides if a derivation is locally finite.

In §5, this result is used to give a complete solution of the recognition problem

for polynomial flow vector fields in the plane; i.e., given a polynomial vector
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field V in R2 we give an algorithm to decide if this vector field has a polynomial

flow. Using this algorithm we obtain a new proof of the classification theorem

of Bass and Meisters [2].

More precisely, given a polynomial flow vector field V corresponding to the

autonomous system y — V{y), y(0) = x G E2, a polynomial automorphism

<p of E[X, Y] is constructed such that <p~xDy(p is one of the six vector fields

described in the theorem of Bass and Meisters. Since the flows of these six

types are well known, we can also calculate the solution of the system y —

V{y), y(0) = x. So we obtain an algorithm to compute the solution of any

autonomous system having a polynomial flow.

Section three is independent of the others. Its results are more or less known.

First we describe how the automorphism group of a polynomial ring in two

variables over a field can be obtained from a classification theorem of locally

nilpotent derivations (these results are due to Rentschler [12]). Next we discuss

the automorphism group of polynomial rings in more than two variables and

describe a candidate generator set of "exotic" polynomial automorphisms. Fi-

nally, at the end of §3 we show how the Jacobian conjecture can be formulated

in terms of locally nilpotent derivations.

1. Fundamental properties of locally finite

and locally nilpotent derivations

Throughout this paper we have the following notations: k a field of charac-

teristic zero, R a commutative /c-algebra, and D a A:-derivation of R.

We call D locally finite if for every g £ R the A:-vector space generated by

the elements D'g, i £ N, is finite dimensional. The derivation D is called

locally nilpotent if for every g £ R there exists an integer n > 1 such that

Dng = 0. From Leibniz's formula one obtains

Lemma 1.1. Let G be a generating set for the k-algebra R. If for each g £

G the vector space generated by the elements D'g is finite dimensional {resp.

D"g = 0 for some n > 1) then D is locally finite {resp. locally nilpotent).

Example 1.2. Let R = k[X], the one variable polynomial ring over k, and

0 ^ D a A:-derivation of R, i.e., D = a{X)dx for some nonzero polynomial

a{X) £ R . Then one readily verifies that D is locally nilpotent if and only if

dega{X) < 0 and D is locally finite if and only if dega{X) < 1 .

1.3. Two simple principles. Almost all results of this paper will be derived

from the following two principles. To describe the first one (the proof of which

is trivial) we denote by RD the set of constants of D, i.e., the set of elements

r in R satisfying Dr = 0. Observe that RD is a /c-sublagebra of R.

Principle I. Assume R has no RD-torsion. Let S c RD be a multiplicatively

closed set. Then D is locally nilpotent on R if and only if D: S~lR^-> S~lR

is locally nilpotent {where D is the extended derivation defined by D{s~]r) —
s~lDr).

1.4. An application. Let R = k[X\, ... , Xn] (the n variable polynomial ring

over k) and f £ R. Then fdX[ is locally nilpotent if and only if / G
k[X2 , ... ,Xn] (take S = k[X2 , ... , Xn]\{0} and use Example 1.2).
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To describe the second principle we assume that R = ©„6Zi?« is a graded

/^-module.   Hence each element g £ R can be written uniquely as a sum of

homogeneous elements g = gr + gr+{ h-\- gs, for some g¡ G R¡. If gs ^ 0

we say that g has degree 5 and write deg g = s. Suppose that D can be

written as a sum of derivations D — Dp + Dp+1 + • • • + D¿ (with D¿ 9É 0)

satisfying DnRm c Rn+m for all n, m . Then we have

Principle II. If D is locally finite of degree d ^ 0, then Dd is locally nilpotent.

Proof. It suffices to prove that each homogeneous element of R is annihilated

by a power of Dd . So let n £ Z and g £ Rn ■ Let p £ N . If D"dg / 0 then

(*) degDpg = degDdg = degg+pd.

Since D is locally finite, the k-vector space generated by the elements Dpg,

p > 0, has a finite number of generators, each of them being a finite sum

of elements of some R¡-. So there exists a positive integer N such that all

elements Dpg are contained in ^^=_NRn. Then (*) implies that if p is

such that I deg g + pd\ > N then Dpg = 0, which completes the proof.   D

2. The Lorenz equations and the Maxwell-Bloch equations

have no polynomial flow

As a first application of the results of § 1 we show that the Lorenz equations

and the Maxwell-Bloch equations have no polynomial flow.

First we recall some facts on polynomial flows (see [9, 2, 5]). Let V be a C1

vector field on R" , and consider the initial value problem

(2.1) y = V{y),        y(0) = XGR".

The solution (flow) <p of (2.1) is said to be a polynomial flow if q> depends

polynomially upon the initial condition (i.e., ^'(x) :— <p{t, x) is polynomial in

x for each t where the solution is defined).

The vector field V is then called a poly-flow vector field, abbreviated p-f

vector field. It is shown by Bass and Meisters in [2] that if F is a p-f vector

field, then the C1 vector field V itself is polynomial, the solutions are defined

for all t £ R, and tp' has a bounded degree in x, independent of t. Using

these results, Coomes and Zurkowski give a purely algebraic description of a
p-f vector field on Rn (or C").

Let V — {V\, ... , V„) be a polynomial vector field on R", i.e., each V¡

belongs to the «-variable polynomial ring R[X] :— R[X\, ... , Xn]. Let D —

Y, V¡dXi be the derivation on R[X] associated to F .

Theorem 2.2 [5, Theorem 3.1]. V is a p-f vector field if and only if D is locally
finite on R[X].

Now consider the Lorenz system

(x = cr(y-x),

y = px - y - xz,        a, p, ß £R.

z = -ßz + xy,

Corollary 2.3. The Lorenz system has no polynomial flow.

Proof. Put R = R[X, Y,Z] and D = a{Y - X)dx + {pX - Y - XZ)dY +
{-ßZ + XY)dz ■ By Theorem 2.2 we need to show that D is not locally finite.
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Therefore, let R„ be the R-vector space generated by the monomials of degree

n . Then R = Q)Rn is a graded R-module. Furthermore, write D = D0 + A

where D0 = a{Y - X)dx + {pX - Y)dY + -ßZdz and D, = -XZdY + XYdz.
By Principle II it suffices to show that D\ is not locally nilpotent, which, in turn,

is equivalent to showing that D\ is not locally nilpotent (where D¡ — XD[).

But this is obvious since D[ induces an K-linear map on RF + RZ that is not

nilpotent.   □

Now consider the Maxwell-Bloch equations

■ x = -y,

y — x + ez,

i   z s? -ey ,

é = û,

, u = -e + ß(x + ez),       ß £R.

Corollary 2.4. The Maxwell-Bloch equations have no polynomial flow.

Proof. Arguing as in Corollary 2.3, it remains to show that D\ = eZdy-eYdz +

ßeZd$ is not locally nilpotent on R[X, Y, Z, e,û], which is equivalent to

showing that D\ = Zdy - Ydz + ßZd$ is not locally nilpotent. Therefore,

observe that the restriction of D[ to RF + RZ + RÛ is a nonnilpotent linear

map.    D

Comment. Corollary 2.3 was proved by Coomes in [4] and also by Coomes and

Zurkowski in [5] under the restriction a / 0. Corollary 2.4 was proved by

Coomes and Zurkowski under the restriction ß / 0 .

3. Locally nilpotent derivations and polynomial automorphisms

In this section we give two examples of how locally nilpotent derivations play

a role in the study of polynomial automorphisms. The first example concerns

the structure of the automorphism group Aut^ k[X] {k[X] :- k[X\, ... , X„]).

The second example concerns the Jacobian Conjecture.

3.1. Locally nilpotent derivations and the structure of Aut^ k[X]. Let F be a

polynomial morphism of k[X]. Then F is called triangular if F(X¡) - X¡ g

k[Xi+í, ... , Xn] for all 1 < i < n — 1 and F{X„) = X„ . If, furthermore,
F{Xi) - X¡ for all \ < i < n - \ with at most one exception then F is

called elementary. One readily verifies that a triangular F is a finite product

of elementary ones. Finally, a polynomial morphism that is a finite product of

invertible linear polynomial morphisms and elementary ones is called tame.

Now let us consider the automorphism group Aut^ k[X] in more detail. If

n = 1 then Aut¿. k[X] consists of just the invertible linear polynomial mor-

phisms. If n = 2 then every element of Aut¿ k[X] is tame. This result is

due to Jung [7] and van der Kulk [8]. An elegant proof of this result was

given by Rentschler in [12] using locally nilpotent derivations. He shows that

every locally nilpotent derivation D of k[X\, X2] is conjugate, by a tame au-

tomorphism, to a derivation of the form f{X2)dXl , where f{X2) £ k[X2],

i.e., there exists a tame polynomial automorphism <p such that q>~]Dtp =

f{X2)dXl (see also §4). From this result the Jung-van der Kulk theorem fol-

lows readily:   namely, let  F  be a polynomial automorphism of k[X].   Let
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F, = F{Xj). so k[X] = k[F\, F2] and djdF\ is locally nilpotent. So there
exists a tame automorphism cp and a polynomial f{X2) £ k[X2] such that

tp~l o -^r o g> = f{X2)dXl . Computing their kernels gives k[tp~l{F2)] = k[X2],

whence F2 — X\<p{X2) + ß\ for some X\ £ k* and p.\ £ k. Furthermore, ob-

serve that tp~x ° -ftp ° <p{<P~l{Fi)) = 1, whence f{X2)dx¡{q>~l{F\)) = 1. So we

get dXl(<p-l{Fi)) £ k*, implying (p~l{Fx) = X2XX + ß2{X2) with k2 £ k* and

ß2{X2) £ k[X2], i.e., F\ = X2<p{Xi) + p2{<p{X2)). From this formula and the

formula F2 — X\(p{X2) + ßi above, one easily deduces that F is tame.

If n > 3 then it seems likely that nontame automorphisms exist. For exam-

ple, the following polynomial automorphism a of k[X, Y, Z], constructed by

Nagata, is a candidate for a nontame automorphism:

a{X) = X- 2{XZ + Y2)Y - {XZ + Y2)2Z ,

o{Y) = Y + {XZ + Y2)Z,

o{Z) = Z.

In [ 1 ] Bass showed that a can be obtained using a locally nilpotent derivation

of k[X, Y, Z]. His construction is easily generalized to n variables (see also

[13]) as follows.
Let D be a locally nilpotent derivation of k[X]. Then we get a well-defined

polynomial map of k[X], denoted exp(F>), by the formula

oo

exp{D){f) = Y/l<Dk{f),    for all / G k[X]
k=0

(the sum is finite since D is locally nilpotent and the property exp{D){fg) =

exp{D){f)exp{D){g) follows from Leibniz'rule). Since exp(D) exp(-D) = Id,

it follows that exp(D) is a polynomial automorphism of k[X].

To obtain Nagata's example, take D = -2Ydx + Zdy and a — XZ + Y2 .

Then a £ k[X, Y, Z]D and D is locally nilpotent. It follows that aD is
locally nilpotent, and one easily verifies that a = exp{aD). Also all elementary

polynomial automorphisms of k[X] can be obtained in a similar way; let F

be the elementary automorphism given by

F{X¡) = X, if i^p   and   F{XP) = a{Xp+i,..., XH) for some 1 < p <n- 1.

Then F = exp{adXp), as one readily verifies. Observe that a £ k[X]dxp .

Both derivations D = -2Ydx + Zdy and a{Xp+i , ... , X„)dXp are examples

of so-called triangular derivations; a derivation D of k[X] is called triangular

if DXi £ k[Xi+l, ... , Xn] for all 1 < i < n- 1 and DXn = 0. A triangular
derivation is locally nilpotent. This can be seen as follows: since DX„ — 0, D

is locally nilpotent on k[Xn] (Lemma 1.1). Since DXn_\ G k[X„], it follows
that DpX„_i - 0 for some p £ N. So D is locally nilpotent on k[Xn, Xn_\]

(Lemma 1.1). Continuing in this way, we obtain that D is locally nilpotent on

k[X).
These observations lead us to

Definition 3.2. A polynomial automorphism F of k[X] is called semi-tame if

it is a finite product of invertible linear polynomial automorphisms and poly-

nomial automorphisms of the form exp(aD) where a £ k[X]D and D is a

triangular derivation of k[X].
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Problem. Is every polynomial automorphism semi-tame?

As observed before it is not known if the Nagata example is tame. However it

was shown by M. Smith that it is stably tame; a polynomial F of k[X] is called

stably tame if for some choice of coordinates Xn+\, ... , Xm the extension of

F to k\X\, ... , Xm], which fixes Xn+X, ... , Xm , is tame.

Theorem 3.3 [13]. A semi-tame polynomial automorphism is stably tame. More

precisely, let D be a triangular derivation of k[X]. Extend D to k[X][t] by

setting Dt = 0. If a £ k[X]D then

exp(aD) = t~' exp(-iD)Texp(/F))

where x £ Aut,t A:[^T][i] is defined by tX¡ = X¡ for all i and xt — t + a.

3.4.   Locally nilpotent derivations and the Jacobian conjecture.    Let F be a

polynomial morphism of k[X], F, = F{X¡). Let JF — {dFj/dX¡) be the
Jacobian matrix of F. It is not difficult to verify that if F is a polynomial

automorphism then det JF e k*. Conversely, we have the

Jacobian Conjecture. If del JF£k* then F is a polynomial automorphism.

We conclude this section with a (well-known) equivalent formulation of this

conjecture in terms of locally nilpotent derivations (see Corollary 3.7). There-

fore, first observe that if F is a polynomial automorphism, then each d/dF¡ is

a locally nilpotent derivation of k[X]. Conversely, suppose F is a polynomial

morphism with detJF £ k*. Then we define derivations d\, ... , dn of k[X]

by the formula (see [11])

/di\ (d/dXA
(3.5) :      ={{JF)-l)T :

\dn) \d/dXj

Observe that d¿{Fj) = o¡j, for all 1 < i, j < n .

Lemma 3.6. If each d¡ is locally nilpotent on k[X] then k[X] = k[F].

Proof. We may assume F,(0) = 0 for all /, and hence /c[[X]] = k[[F]] by the

local (formal) inverse function theorem. The derivations d¡ can be extended

uniquely to the formal power series ring íc[[F]] . Let g £ k[X] and \ < i < n .

Then dfg = 0 for some p £ N. Viewing g as a formal power series in fc[[F]],

it follows that g is a polynomial in F, with degree < p — 1. This holds for all

/. So g £ k[F], implying k[X] = k[F].    O

Since d¿ - d/dF¡ in case F is a polynomial automorphism of k[X] (both

derivations agree on k[F] = k[X]\), we obtain

Corollary 3.7. Let F be a polynomial morphism with det JF £ k*. Then
F is a polynomial automorphism if and only if all d¡ are locally nilpotent.

Consequently the Jacobian Conjecture is equivalent with: det JF £ k* implies

all di are locally nilpotent.

Remark 3.8. It is shown in [11] that d\, ... ,dn are locally nilpotent on k[X] if

and only if they are locally finite on k[X]. In fact using results from the theory

of â?-modules as described in [6], it can be shown that this last condition is even

equivalent with the following condition: for each  1 < i < n and each prime
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ideal p of height one in k[F], any element g G k[X] satisfies an equation of

the form d-g + ar-1 d\~ ' g H-1- a§g = 0 for some reN and a¡ £ k[F]p .

4. An algorithm to decide if a derivation

on k[X, Y] is locally finite

In this section we consider the polynomial ring R = k[X, Y]. To each

tp = {a,b) £l? we define a Z-graduation on R, also called the (p-graduation

by putting Rn = @ai+bj=n kX' YJ. So all points (i, j) on the line ax + by = n

are homogeneous of degree n. Let D be a ^-derivation of R. Then we

can write D = ¿2a T(EZ At,t (finite sum) where Dax is a derivation satisfying

Da^kX'Yj c kXl+aYj+x for all i, j. Furthermore, corresponding to the <p-

graduation on R, we put Dp = ¿2ao+bT=PD°,r ■ Then we have D = T,pezDP

(finite sum) and DpRn c Rn+p for all n , p £ Z. If p is maximal with Dp ^ 0

then p is called the (p-degree of D. In case tp — (1, \)p is called the degree

of D, denoted deg D. Put

supp£> = {(ex, t) \Da¡x t¿0}.

So a, x > — 1 for all (<7, t) g suppD, and, for example, {a, -1) G suppD

means that the term Xa dY appears in D with nonzero coefficient.

Proposition 4.1 [12]. If D = adx + bdy is locally nilpotent with a, b £ R and
ab t¿ 0, then suppD contains points of the form {a, -1) and (-1, t), with

a, x > 0.

Corollary 4.2. // D is locally finite of degree po>\, then the line x + y = p0

contains a point of supp D of the form {a,-I) or of the form (-1,t).

Proof. By principle II DPo is locally nilpotent. If ab ^ 0 then apply Proposi-
tion 4.1. If a = 0 then by 1.4 we get Dp0 = b{X)dy , in which case the result
easily follows. The case b = 0 is treated similarly.   D

In case suppF) contains a point of the form {a, -1) and a point (-1, x)

we define

oQ{D) = max{cr | (a, -1) g suppD},        x0{D) = max{r | (-1, x) £ suppF)}.

Proposition 4.3. Let D be locally finite of degree po > 1, and suppose {a0, -1)
G suppD n {x + y = po} {so (To > 2). Then either

(I)   suppD contains no point of the form (-1,t) so D = aXdx + ßYdy +

f{X)dY with a, ß £ k and degf{X) = a0 ; or
(II)   suppD contains a point of the form (-1, t) and xo{D) = 0 so D =

Xdx + aXdx + ßYdy+f{X)dY with X £ k*, a, ß £k and degf{X) =
cr0; or

(III)   suppD contains a point of the form (-1, x) and x0{D) > 0 so suppD

C TrD := the triangle with vertices (<t0(F>), -1), (-1, -1), (-1, r0{D)).

Proof, (i) Let m be the line x + y = po . Suppose we are in case (I). Turn the

line m counterclockwise around {oq, -1 ) until you meet a point of supp D

{¥" (°o, -1)) • If you do not meet any point of suppö, suppD = {(ct0 , -1)} >

implying that D — XXa°dy for some X £ k*. If you only meet points of suppD

of the form {a', -1), then a' < ct0 and D = f{X)dY with deg/(.Y) = er0 • So
we may assume that we meet a point {a', x') £ suppD with x' > 0. By the
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hypothesis we know a' / -1 , so a' > 0. There remain two cases. Case 1. (0,

0) is the only point of supp£> you meet with {a', x') > 0. Then suppD is

contained in the triangle with vertices (0, 0), (0, -1), (cro, -1) and D is as

described in (I). Case 2. Suppose now that a', x' > 0 with not both elements

zero. By definition of {a', x') all points of suppD are below or on the line

through (ero » -1) and {a', t') . Then by Lemma 4.5 this line contains a point of

supp D of the form ( 1, t) , a contradiction with the hypothesis, which proves

case (I).
(ii) Now assume that suppD also contains a point of the form (-1, t) . Let

T0 = x0{D) and observe that (To = oo{D) • Let / be the line through (er0, -1)

and (-1, To), i.e., /: (t0 + l)x + {a0 + l)y = t0(To - 1 • We will show

(4.4) If {a', x') £ suppD lays above / then {a', t') = (0,0).

Let us assume (4.4) and show how we can finish the proof: therefore observe

that if (0, 0) lays above /, then (t0 + 1 )0 + (rj0 + 1 )0 > t0(To - 1 . Since o0>2,

this implies that To = 0. So in case (III) there are no points of suppD laying

above / by (4.4), i.e., suppD c TrD. Finally if To = 0 the only possible point
of suppD laying above / is (0, 0) by (4.4), whence suppD c TrDu{(0, 0)},
which implies the statement of case (II) since TrD = the triangle with vertices

((To,-l), (-1,-1), (-1,0)   (To = 0!).
Finally we prove (4.4): let {a', x') £ suppD lay above /. Then a' > 0

(because of the choice of To). Similarly x' > 0. Suppose now that {a1, t') /

(0,0). Then turn the line through (ít' , t') and ((To , -1) clockwise around the

point ((To, -1) in the direction of the line m {x + y = Po = Oo - I) and stop

when this line meets for the last time a point of suppZ) (/ (do, -1))- Call

this line q (there may be more than one point of suppD on q). The line q

can be written as ax + ßy = p for some a, ß > 0, a, ß £ Z and contains a

point {a", x") with a", x" > 0 and not both zero. Then by Lemma 4.5 the

line q contains a point of the form (-1, t) of suppD. By construction the

line q lays above /, whence x > xq a contradiction with the choice of To.

This concludes the proof of (4.4) and hence of Proposition 4.3.   O

Lemma 4.5. Let I be the line ax + ßx = p with a, ß > 0, a, ß e N, and

p £ R. Let D be a locally finite derivation on R. Suppose that all points of

suppD are under or on the line I and that I contains a point (cr0, — 1 ) of

suppD with (To > 2 and a point {a', x') of suppD with a', x' > 0 and not

both zero. Then I contains a point of supp D of the form (-1,t).

Proof. Since (cr', t) g / we have p > 0. Now consider on R the {a, ß)-

graduation. Since all points of suppD are under or on the line /, Dp {= the

principal part of D with respect to the (a, /?)-graduation) is locally nilpotent

by Principle II. Since (<70, -1) G /, Dp contains a term of the form XXa°dY

with X £ k*. However Dp is not of the form b{X, Y)dY (for otherwise Dp =

b{X)dy by 1.4 and hence the only points of supp Dp are of the form (cr, -1).

However {a', x') g /nsuppZ) = suppDp and x' > 0, a contradiction). So

Dp = adx + bdY with ab ^ 0. Now apply Proposition 4.1.   D

Corollary 4.6. If D is locally finite, then there exists an automorphism y of R

such that yDy-1 is oj'theform Xdx +aXdx + ßYdy + f{X)dY with X,a, ß G k

and f{X) G k[X], or degD < 0.
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Proof. Suppose po = degD > 1. By Corollary 4.2 and if necessary a coordinate

change sending X to Y and Y to X, we may assume that we are in the

situation of Proposition 4.3. We only need to consider case (III). So all points of

suppD are on or below the line /: (to+1)x+((To+1)J; = 00*0-1 (to := t0(D)) .

Put po := 0oto - 1 and <p = (xq + I, oo + 1), and consider the ^-graduation

on R. Then by Principle II, DPo is locally nilpotent. So by [12, 5°] we get

DPo - gD\ with Dig = 0 and the ideal {DiR) equals R. Since DPo is q>-
homogeneous, so are g and Dx . Since {D\R) = R, D\ contains either a term

of the form Xdx X £ k*, or a term pdY , p G k*. Let us assume we have

the first case. Then Dx — Xdx + pXrdY since ((To, -1) g suppD and D\ is

^-homogeneous. Consequently g £ k[Y - pXr+x/{r + l)X] (since Dig = 0).

From g tp-homogeneous it follows that g = v{Y - pXr+l/{r+ \)X)P for some

i/ÊJc* and/)6N.So DPo = v{Y - pXr+l/{r + l)X)p{Xdx + ßXrdY). Finally

let y be the polynomial automorphism defined by

y{X) = X,        y{Y) = Y + pXr+]/{r+l)X.

Then yDPoy~x = vXYpdx. Since y respects the ^-graduation on R, it fol-

lows that yDy~l = ¿Zp<PQyF>py~l is the ^-decomposition of yDy~l. If

degyDy~l < 0 then we are done. If not then we may assume (as indicated

above) that we are in the situation of Proposition 4.3(111). However oo{yDy~l)

< (To{D) since yDPoy~l — uYpdx and the ^-decomposition of yDy~x given

above. So by induction on oq{D) + xq{D) , we can finish the proof.   D

Corollary 4.7. // D is locally finite, then there exists an automorphism tp of R

suchthat (pDtp~x is one of the following forms:

(i) D = {aX + a'Y)dx + {ßX + ß'Y)dY, a, a', ß , ß' G k ;

(ii) D = dx + ßYdY;
(iii) D = aXdx + {amY + Xm)dY , m =1,2,...;

(iv) D = f{X)dY.

Proof. The case degD < 0 is readily reduced to cases (i) and (ii). So by

Corollary 4.6 we may assume that D is of the form Xdx + aXdx + ßYdy +

f{X)dy .
Step 1. a ¿ 0. Let y{X) = X-X/a, y{Y) = Y. Then D' :=

yDy~l = aXdx + ßYdy + g{X)dY (where g{X) = f{X - A/a)). If g = 0
we are in case (i). So let g ¿ 0. Let y{X) = X, y{Y) = Y + zZm^a^ß-

{ß - ma)-lgmXm, where g = ¿ZgmXm . Then D" := yD'y~l = aXdx +

{amY + gmXm)dY. If gm = 0 we are in case (i). If gm ¿ 0 let y{X) = X,

y{Y) = gmY . Then y~lD"y = aXdx + {amY + Xm)dy . If m = 0 change X

and Y and we are in case (ii). If m > 0 we are in case (iii).

Step 2. a = 0. First assume X = 0. If ß = 0 we are in case (iv). If ß ^ 0,

let y(A') = X, y{Y) = Y - ß~l f{X). Then yDy~l = £Fdy, so we are in

case (i). Assume X ¿ 0. Let {d/dX)F{X) = /(AT). If ß = 0, let y(AT) = X,
y(F) = y + /l-'F(X). Then D' := yDy"1 = A0* . Let y(X) = AX, y(F) = F.
Then yD'y~x = dx , so we are in case (ii). Finally assume ß ¿ 0. Let y(X) =

X, y{Y) = Y-ß~lf{X). Then yDy"1 = Xdx + {ßY + ß~x f'{X))dy . So
yDy-1 is of the same form as D, however, degß~xf'{X) < degf{X). So by

induction on degf, we finally arrive at the form of case (ii), which completes

the proof.   D
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Corollary 4.8. Ifk = R we obtain the six normal forms described by the classi-

fication theorem of Bass and Meisters [2].

Proof. One only needs to consider case (i) of Corollary 4.7 and use the Jordan

form of a linear map. The details are left to the reader.   D

5. A SOLUTION TO THE RECOGNITION PROBLEM IN DIMENSION TWO

AND AN ALGORITHM TO SOLVE TWO-DIMENSIONAL AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS

HAVING A POLYNOMIAL FLOW

Recognition Problem [10, Question 9]. Given a polynomial vector field V on

R", how can we decide whether or not its flow tp{t, x) is a polynomial flow?

Solution in dimension two. By Theorem 2.2 it suffices to give an algorithm

to decide if Dv is locally finite. From Corollary 4.2, Proposition 4.3, and

Corollary 4.6, we obtain

5.1. Algorithm to decide if a derivation on k[X, Y] is locally finite. Step 1. If
degD < 0, D is locally finite.

Step 2. Put Wx = suppD n {a = -1} , W2 = suppD n {t = -1} , IF =
WxuW2. If W = 0, D is not locally finite. If W\ / 0 and W2 ̂  0, compute
(To(D) and to(D) . Changing X and Y if necessary, we may assume cto > *o •

If T0 = 0, check if D is of the form D = Xdx + aXdx + ßYdy + f{X)dY .
If yes, D is locally finite; if not, D is not locally finite. If To > 0, check if
suppD c TrD. If not, D is not locally finite. If yes, compute po = 0o*o - 1

and DP(>{= ¿Z(a,T)€iD"^) wnere l is the line (To + l)x + {a0 + l)y = p0 ■

Write DPo = adx + bdY and compute g = gcd{a, b) and write DPo - gD\ .

Then, replacing X by Y if necessary we find that Dy = Xdx + pXudY with

X £ k*. Then replace D by yDy~x where y{X) = X and y{Y) = Y +
pXv+x /{v + \)X and return to Step 1.

Step 3. If W2 ̂  0 and Wx = 0 compute o0{D) and check if suppD c
Tr((0, 0), (-1,-1), (cr0,-l)). If yes, D is locally finite; if not, D is not

locally finite.
Step 4. If Wx yi 0 and W2 = 0 change X and Y and return to Step 3.

Corollary 5.2. Let y = V{y), y(0) = x G R2 be an autonomous system having

a polynomial flow. Then its flow can be computed by the algorithms given in 5.1

and Corollary 4.7.

Namely, let Dv be the derivation on R[X, Y] corresponding to the vector

field V. By Theorem 2.2 Dy is locally finite. So by 5.1 and Corollary 4.7 we
can construct an automorphism y of R[X, Y] such that yDvy~x is one of

the forms described in Corollary 4.7. In each of these cases the flow tp{t, x)

of y~xDvy can be computed explicitly (see [2]). Then the flow i¡/{t, x) of the

original system is given by the formula y/ {t, x ) - y ~~ ' ( <p {t, y (x ) ) ).
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